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concall notes

growth -1.
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seeing more customers and due to israel conflict the customers would want to
diversify from there so that can act as an additional tailwind and added new
customers as well in the quarter

1.

capex-2.
bromine derivative - recieved multiple request from customers for various
products timeline of completion by q4 fy24 / q1 fy25  , sampling started
at RND center will start sending samples to customer in january maybe

1.

as this facility come online this will lead to bromine consumption and uptick in
volumes of bromine - they expect to consume 13-14K tonnes of bromine
capacity for full utilisation and 40% of this to be consumed in flame
retardant

2.

started smaple production of PTA and clear brine fluids \3.
fire retardant will come online in phase 2 after the PTA and brine facility is
up and running

4.

profitability3.
realisation - ebitda drop by 22% due to bromine realisation decline1.
margins - at 35% opposed to 40% plus (due to realisation increase in last
year)

2.

even in tough time management remains confident that they can
maintain the margins of 37-40% and this Q they have maintained 35%

3.

bromine derivatives - margin of 20-25% on taking prices of bromine prices in
market

4.

competitive advantages - MGT on capacity coming in laos and djibouti will be
less of a worry due to production via seawater which is less in concentration

4.

1.
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FLAME RETARDANT - upcoming capacty already tied up woth the chinese
firm (this is like a less risky capex where you get certainity that the goods
produced are sold (unlike tatva where they are finding and taking time to
ramp up their capacities ) thus it is safe to say that archean ramp up would be
fast

1.

(now if you say archean is a commodity so how is it doing 35%+ margins) yeas
it is a commodity in a way but the thing is that the company have RM
geographical moat of high concentration of brine in Rann of Kutch

2.

risks-1.
lease - WIP and no confirmation (although through this article we see that the
promotor of the company is an ally of BJP govt so it is less of a worry
)https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ahmedabad/hc-rejects-pil-against-
land-allotment-to-archean-chemicals/articleshow/14496434.cms

1.

industry tailwinds -2.
bromine demand to rise as stricter fire safety norms in smartphones, tv, cables
and other electric projects (especially in China as they have major capacities in
this )

1.

but on the same lines as mfg move out of china this can play a key risk
too(interesting data point now the thing is that electronice mfg wont move
out of china in a whiff it needs time and even it moves india is one of the
options so can archean supply these chemicals in india (probably yes )

2.

supply chain diversification from israel and jordan can play a role in getting
demand from customers

3.

industry structure -3.
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bromine - is around 3 billion dollars anually expected to grow around mid
single digits

1.

industrial salt - used in mostly chlorine chemistry2.
management -4.

demand- foresee demand coming back in h2 and this is more on restocking
than demand supply mismatch

1.

even in tough time management remains confident that they can maintain the
margins of 37-40%

2.

would be able to maintain this 35% as this is the bottom level3.
business details5.

Inventory destocking - there are defferment in purchases from some
customers as they are going through inventory destocking in bromine

1.

sold 3400 by volume (before they were 4000-4500)1.
domestic demand also weak due to slow agro chem2.
industrial salt - maintaining 1 mn tonnes per quarter even in this
environment  and momentum to continue as long term contracts are there

3.

Q3 and q4 are the strongest quarter4.
inventory - holding inventory has 2 reason a) that is due to not selling at
lower margins B) oppurtunity to export due to west asia crisis that is leading
to customer demand urgrntly products

5.

POS (pottasium of sulphate) - started doing meaningful business this
quarter and this they looking for further product diversification and would be
able to serve domestic customers in next year, seeing good demand here as
well in end uses

6.

sold 3800 in the quarter1.
team going for sample production to technology
partner(germany) which will see sample production after that
changes will be made on ground infra

2.

long term contracts - a portion of revenue come from these and this
provides them predictablity of doing busines

7.

geographical mix - 72% export 28% domestic8.
Bromine demand has seen an uptick but realisation similar as no demand
supply mismatch

9.
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key variables to track

-Industrial salt has been used in wide end user industries they serve mostly
chlorine and chlorine-derivative manufacturers in the Asian market. (now the
interesting part is Indian chemical industry is expected to grow and industrial
salt consumption in india will even grow and the need for more purer salt will
be required (assuming that archean is exporting all of its industrial salt there
must be something better in their production and cost that their customers
are buying from india and for such long time )

10.

expanded their client base with a balanced mix of domestic and global
customers. Went into longer term contracts with larger customers also

11.

inventory is high due to 2 things 1.they do not want to sell below what they
want 2. Keeping inventory can help with what's happening in West aisa .
Customers will suddenly want raw material . They think they're the only ones
who have the abilityto supply from the inventory they have. So it's worked in
their favor in that context. And as they said, some of the export customers
have come back online, and I think we're able to meet that demand pretty
quickly when someone's asking for shipments immediately. So I think in that
context, the holding inventory is helping them.

12.

one time events6.
israel hamas - no effect seem on business due to conflict in bromine industry
( dead sea pits in israel makes it one of the major and lower cost producer of
bromine 

1.

mental models - forward integration, low cost producer, make in india and
export to china,capex , supply side dominance(rann of kutch brine )

7.
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technicals

industrial salt prices
bromine prices
sop prices
flame retardants (phasing out of bromine based retardants)
china electronics market
oil and gas industry capex as brine fluids will be used in them
PTA prices
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